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Let A be an excellent ring (cf. [M]) and X= Spec, A its real spectrum 
(cf. [CR], [Cl). The dimension of a non-empty set SC X is 
dim S= sup{dim(A/supp(a)): CY ESj 
and, as usual, dim 0 = - 1. We also define, for ~1~ E X, 
dim,,S=dim{rxES:CI-,C(o}, 
where c1-+ CI, denotes that c( specializes to q,. Of course, dim,, S = - 1 if 
c$)$S. 
THEOREM I. Let q, E 2%’ be adherent to a constructible SC X. Then 
d = dim,, S - dim a, 2 0, and S contains d points CI~, .. . . cld with 
a,? ... 2 ct, 2 ct,. 
This theorem allow us to compute codimensions via chains of 
specializations. In proving it we obtain also two other results. One is an 
algebraic curve selection lemma that corresponds roughly to the existence 
of ~~ above, (3.1). The second is an extension theorem of prime cones 
under completion. For the latter we need some terminology. 
Suppose A is local with maximal ideal m. We call local any a E X having 
a O-dimensional specialization, i.e., tl+ Q for some QE X with 
supp(cc,) = m. Now consider the m-completion a of A and the canonical ^ 
map $: x’ = Spec, A + X. 
THEOREM II. Let CI E A’. Then 
if a is local 
otherwise. 
In particular, the image of 3 is the set of all local points of X 
’ Partially supported by C.T.C.V.T., PB860062. 
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Applications of these results are shown in [Rz] and shall appear 
elsewhere. The goal of this note is to prove Theorems I and II. 
1. Equivalent Version of Theorem I. Since S is constructible and cxO ES, 
there is M E S with c( -+ CI~. Hence dim., S 2 dim u 2 dim CQ, and thus d 2 0. 
On the other hand, we may assume S = {g, > 0, . . . . g, > 0, h = 0) for some 
g;, he A. Set fi=supp(~~)~supp(a,)=fi~ and consider the ring 
B = A,&& Clearly, dim B = d and Theorem I follows by applying the 
next result to B: 
(1.1) Let A, m, K be an excellent local domain, dim A = d, and let 
c(,, E Spec, A have support M. Let f,, . . . . f, E A be positive in a total 
ordering c1 specializing to c(~. Then there is a chain of specializations 
&I$ ... ga, gr~~such thatfi(a,)>Ofori=l,...,m. 
In the sequel we denote by (RD,) this statement for d 5 n. 
2. Equivalent Version of Theorem II. First of all, since a is henselian, any 
LY’ E X’ is local (cf. [L, Section 33) and so is a = $(a’). Besides we always 
have dim cc’ 5 dim TV, which means that the essential part of Theorem II is: 
If tl E X is local, there exists M’ E $ - ‘(a) with dim a’ = dim tl. But for such 
an CI’, put b’ = supp(a’), b = supp(a). The condition on dimensions implies 
that ht +z’ = ht( &&, and, A being excellent, that b’ is a prime-divisor of 
#A. Write 
B = Ai+4 B, = A&,,, i= 1 , -., r, 
where #, , . . . . bzr are the prime-divisors of #zA^. These Bi are called formal 
branches of B. 
Thus, we deduce Theorem II by applying the next lemma to B: 
(2.1) Let A, m, K be an excellent local domain, and c1 a total ordering in 
A making M convex. Then a extends to a total ordering in some formal 
branch of A. 
Let (E,) stand for this statement when dim A 5 n. 
3. Formulation of the Induction Argument. First we state the algebraic 
curve selection lemma announced in the introduction: 
(3.1) Let A, m, K be an excellent local domain, and let c1,, ESpec, A 
have support PZ. Let K denote the real closure of K w.r.t. ~1~. Let 
f,, . . . . fm E A be positive in some total ordering c1 specializing to ~1~. Then 
there is a local homomorphism 0: A -+ K[[t]] such that a(A.) >O for 
i= 1 , . ..’ m (we suppose t > 0). 
As in Sections 1 and 2, we use the symbol (CS,) for (3.1) in dimensions 
-L n. = 
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Now we can start the proof of all three results ( 1.1) (2.1), and (3.1) 
simultaneously by induction on dimensions. Since (RD,) is trivial, we first 
check (E,) and (CS,). 
Assume dim A = 1 and given a total ordering cr in A that makes M 
convex. Let I? stand for the real closure of IC w.r.t. the ordering induced by 
CI. We claim that TV is defined by an embedding A 4 Ic[ [t]], which implies 
(E,) and (CS,) at once. 
Let V be the convex hull of A in K = qf A. This I/ is a convex valuation 
ring of K dominating A (cf. [Cl). Since dim A = 1, it follows easily that V 
is discrete, rank 1 and its residue field k is algebraic over K, i.e., k c 12. So its 
completion is a power series ring k[ [t]] in a (positive) uniformizer t E v. 
Hence A 4 Vq k[[t]] 4 r;l[[t]] is the embedding we sought. 
Now the induction step, for n 2 1, is summarized by 
(CW+ EJ+ (RD,)~(E,+,)~(CS,+,)~(RD,+,). 
4. Proof of (E,)+ (RD,)+ (E,, ,). We use the notations of (2.1) with 
dimA=n+l. 
Let V be the convex hull of A in K = qf A w.r.t. IX Since V dominates A, 
the rank of the corresponding valuation ‘U is 2 n + 1 [Ab, Theorem l] and 
there is a minimal prime ideal #,* c V. The valuation ring V,, corresponds 
to a rank I valuation u*. Put fi = #z* n A, which is cL-convex. We 
distinguish two cases: 
(4.1) First: ji = m. Let LV be the completion of V,, w.r.t. U* [Bk, VI, 
Section 5.31. Since +G* is convex, the ordering induced by c( in Vfi* extends 
to W [L, 3.171. On the other hand, the valuation of W has rank 1 and so 
the local embedding A G W is continuous w.r.t. the Krull topology in A 
and the valuation topology in W. Consequently A G W lifts to a local ^ 
homomorphism A + W, whose kernel is denoted by a. We have 
9 n A = (0) and, A being excellent, the localization ay is regular. This 
means that a contains a unique zero-divisor #z’ of A and A? does not 
change modulo +z’. Setting A’ = a/b’, 9’ = a mod fi’ we get the diagram 
A’- At/q’ C W 
:/ 
A 
and A.;, = a9 is regular. The ordering we have in W induces in A’lg’ an 
extension y of CI and clearly we only have to find a total ordering a’ in A’ 
that specializes to y. This is done as follows. Since A’ I is regular, its com- 
pletion is a formal power series ring ~(a’)[[u,, . . . . ~~51. Then choose any 
total ordering in that completion, extending y, and restrict it to A’. 
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(4.2) Second: fi #MA. As A^ has finitely many zero-divisors, it suffices to 
see that if f,,..., frn~ A are positive in a, they are positive in some total 
ordering p’ of some formal branch A’ of A. 
First of all choose 6 E A\ {O> such that A, and A,, are regular for any 
prime ideals 9 c A, ai c a such that 6 +! 9, 6 $ ai. This is possible because A 
is an excellent domain. 
Now, since (0 ) # b # m, we have 15 dim A, 5 n and can apply (RD,) 
to this localization and the total ordering afi induced by a (remember # is 
a-convex). Thus we find a total ordering p, in A, and a height one prime 
9 c b such that 
(i) fi, . . . . f, are positive in 0, and 6 4 9. 
(ii) fl, and a$ induce the same ordering in ic( fi) = qf(A/#). 
(iii) qA, is B+-convex. 
Put J3 = /Ifi) A. By (iii) 9 is b-convex and we denote by y the ordering 
induced by j in A/p This y makes m mod a convex in view of (ii) above 
and the fact that m is a-convex. 
Furthermore, dim A/q = n and A/,a is the completion of A/q. By (E,) 
there is a prime divisor a, of pA such that y extends to $9,. Denote that 
extension by y i . 
Turn now to the rings A? and AT,. Since 6 4 9 = a, n A, both are regular. 
In particular, ai contains a unique zero-divisor fi’ of 2 and Aq, does not 
change mod P;‘. Set A’ = A/h’, 9’ = 9, mod fi’, and consider the diagram 
A’cA;,=A,,- +d=sf(&J 
J J J 
A c AI-- da ) = @(Ala). 
Finally, let fl, be the ordering induced by /I in A,. This /I, induces y in 
A/y, which extends to yi in A/vi. Now the rings A, and RI, are regular of 
dimension 1 and so are (rank 1) discrete valuation rings. If t E a is a unifor- 
mizer of AI, it is also one of Al?,. All these remarks imply that 8, extends to 
ApI. By condition (i) the restriction to A’ of this latter extension is the p’ 
we needed. 
Thus we have finished the step (E,) + (RD,) =- (E, + i). 
5. Proof of (E, + ,) + (CS,) 3 (CS, + l). We keep the notations of (3.1), 
with dim A = n + 1. Notice that (E, + , ) reduces the problem to the case 
when A is complete. Let V stand for the ring of formal Puiseux series with 
coefficients in K, and F for its quotient field. We recall that F is real closed 
and V a convex valuation ring, whose maximal ideal is denoted by ti. We 
first prove the following: 
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(5.1) Suppose A =rc[[x, xn+i]], x= (xi, . . . . x,). Then there is 
(x(t), x,+,(t))~m”+’ such thatx.(x(t),x,+,(t))>O, all i= 1, . . . . m. 
Indeed, after a linear change of variables and by applying the 
Weierstrass preparation theorem, we may assume allf, are polynomials in 
xnil and O<x,+, < x, . Now consider the generic polynomials 
Fi( Yi, Z) = ZP’ + Y,, zp’-’ + ‘. . $ Y,, E zlI yi, zl, A = deg.yn+,(fJ. 
We apply Tarski’s elimination of quantifiers to the system 
(*) Y( y,, y, 3 ...> Y,): 0 < Z < Y,; Fj( Yi, Z) > 0, i = 1, . . . . m, 
and find a polynomial formula @[Y,, Y,, . . . . Y,,,] with coefficients in Z 
such that for any real closed field R and (y,, y) E R x R” the system 
.4p(y,, y) has a solution ZER if and only if @[y,, y] holds in R (cf. 
WRI ). 
But if we take y, =x, and y = v(x), the sequence of coefficients of 
the fi’s, then x,+, is a solution of the corresponding system ,4p(y,, y). 
Consequently, the formula @[xi, y(x)] is true in K[ [xl] (for the restric- 
tion of CI) and by (CS,) there is x(t) E n” such that @[xi(t), y(x(t))] is true 
in F. It follows that 9(x1(t), y(x( t))) has a solution x, + i(t) E F. Hence 
f,(x(t), x,+ I(f)) > 0, i=l , . . . . m, 
and O<x,+,(t)<x,(t) implies x,+i(t)~n, since xi(t)~n. The proof of 
(5.1) is done. 
Now we come to the case A not regular. Without loss of generality we 
can suppose fi, . . . . f, are not units. Consider the finite extension 
A* = A[&, . . . . A] (in the real closure of K= qf A w.r.t. a). This A* is 
again complete with residue field rc. Furthermore, it has a total ordering a* 
that extends ~1. Set g = dfx. We have to prove 
(5.2) There is a local homomorphism t: A* -+ I/ with r(g) # 0. 
Indeed, r given, we consider its restriction to A and then compose with 
an automorphism I/+ V of the form t H tq with large q. This compositum 
is the required 0: A -+ t[[t]]. 
Finally, to prove (5.1), we apply Noether’s normalization for power 
series to A* (cf. [T, II Section 81) and obtain: 
(i) A finite local homomorphism B= ~[[y]] 4 A*, y= (yl, . . . . 
y,, ,). (Remark: as elements of A*, the variables yi are in JC[X~, . .. . x,] for 
any previously fixed generators xi, . . . . x, of the maximal ideal m of A.) 
(ii) A manic irreducible polynomial PE B[z] with discriminant 
6 E B, and a canonical inclusion A* 4 B6[z]/(P). (Here B, means fractions 
in qf B with denominator a power of 6.) Put p = deg, P. 
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From (i) it follows that there are f~ A *, h E B with af= h # 0. Now we 
argue as in (5.1) with the equation Zp + Y, Zp- ’ + . . . + Y,, = 0, and using 
(5.1) itself, find y(t) E nn+’ such that 6(y(t)) # 0, Q(t)) # 0 and the 
polynomial P(y( t), z) E F[z] has some root z(t) E F. Thus we can define a 
homomorphism 
t: B,[z]/(P) + F 
by y H y(t), z H z(r). Since A* is integral over B, z(B) c V, and V is 
integrally closed, we have T(A*) c V. Since h(y(t)) # 0, we conclude 
r(g) # 0. On the other hand, r 1 B is local and B 4 A* finite, so that r 1 A* 
must be local too. 
This ends the proof of (5.2) and the step (E,+ r) + (CS,) * (CS,, ,). 
6. Proof of (CS,+,)+ (RD,)*(RD,+,). We use the notations of (1.1) 
and assume dim A = n + 1. Choose 6 E A, 6 # 0, such that A, is regular if 
6 #p. We shall see first 
(6.1) There is a generalization CI + ~1~ with 1 5 dim a 5 IZ, and 6(a) #O, 
f;(a) > 0, all i. 
Indeed, let kc A be a field such that the extension k G K is algebraic. 
(Add to Q c A the representatives of a transcendence basis of K over Q.) 
Since dim A 2 2, there are two elements x, #x2, in a minimal system of 
generators of m, that are algebraically independent over k. Now by 
(CS,, r), there is a local homomorphism CJ: A + Ic[ [t]] such that a(6) # 0, 
o(fi) > 0, all i. This rr can be chosen with rr(yr), a(yz) E K[t], y,, y, E rc[m] 
algebraically independent over K (see the proof of (5.2)). By counting trans- 
cendence degrees, 0 1 K[Y~, y2] is not injective. Say Q(U) = 0, u E ~[y,, y2]. 
Then u is algebraic over A, and from an equation of dependence we 
get LZE A with o(a) = 0. Consequently, fi = ker(ol A) is a proper ideal: 
{ 0} # # # M. The generalization tx we look for is the one with support # 
determined by the inclusion A/fi 4 I?[ [t]]. 
Now we apply (RD,) to the ring A//., since s = dim A/b = dim LX 5 n, and 
there is a chain tl, 2 . . . 2 c(, 2 CQ, with fi(El) >O, i= 1, . . . . m, 
supp(cr,) = #z. Turn to the ring A,. It is regular (6 .$ fi) and, consequently, 
admits a total ordering specializing to ~1, (seen as a point in Spec,(A,)). 
Since dim A, = n + 1 - ht b 5 n, by (RD,) again, there is another chain 
@,+I 2 ... 2 ax. Putting both chains together, we get the required 
a,+, 2 ... 2 a, ;t aO, fi(crl) > 0, all i. 
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